Abstract-PEDAMACS is a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme that extends the common single hop TDMA to a multihop sensor network, using a high-powered access point to synchronize the nodes and to schedule their transmissions and receptions. The protocol first enables the access point to gather topology (connectivity) information. A scheduling algorithm then determines when each node should transmit and receive data, and the access point announces the transmission schedule to the other nodes. The performance of PEDAMACS is compared to existing protocols based on simulations in TOSSIM, a simulation environment for TinyOS, the operating system for the Berkeley sensor nodes. For the traffic application we consider, the PEDAMACS network provides a lifetime of several years compared to several months and days based on random access schemes with and without sleep cycles, respectively, making sensor network technology economically viable.
INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network consists of a group of nodes, each node comprising one or more sensors, a processor, a radio, and a battery. These networks may be widely used because of their low cost, small size, and wireless data transfer. Since the radios consume much power, the network's medium access control (MAC) protocol, which determines how the radios are operated, has a decisive influence on battery lifetime. MAC protocols are of two types: random access and time division multiple access (TDMA).
Modifications to the standard random access scheme seek to reduce a node's useless radio activities such as idle channel listening, overhearing packets not intended for itself, and packet transmission collisions. One proposal uses a separate ultra-low power "wake up" radio that constantly listens to the channel and wakes up the main receiver when a packet is about to arrive [1] . Another proposal, the S-MAC protocol [2] , uses an "in-band" signaling scheme, based on the RTS/CTS packets as in IEEE 802.11, to reduce overhearing; and periodic listen and sleep modes to decrease idle listening. These proposals achieve power savings up to a factor of 10 over the standard scheme, at a cost of increased hardware or control complexity. The proposals do not improve delay guarantees.
TDMA systems, by contrast, are more power efficient since they allow nodes to enter inactive states until their allocated time slots. TDMA schemes based on scheduling of nodes that are one hop away from the base station [3] , [4] are not suitable for multihop sensor networks. On the other hand, schemes that schedule nodes in a multihop network based on graph coloring heuristics to construct minimum length schedules [5] , [6] , do not propose an energy efficient method to synchronize nodes, discover routes, or to determine interferers beyond the transmission range. Even recent TDMA schemes that emphasize energy efficiency such as TRAMA [7] ignore synchronization inaccuracy and interferers, and trade delay for energy efficiency as in S-MAC. This paper proposes a very energy efficient scheme that discovers the network topology, and keeps nodes synchronized to properly execute a TDMA schedule. The scheme, PEDAMACS, can be used for multihop networks with one characteristic: All data packets are destined for the same node, called the access point, which has sufficient transmit power to reach all other nodes in one hop. For these networks, PEDAMACS is much better than existing random access protocols in terms of network lifetime and guaranteed delay.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the assumptions necessary for the execution of the protocol. Section 3 describes PEDAMACS. The protocol is extended for more general communication patterns and networks in Section 4. Simulation results comparing the performance of PEDAMACS with different random access networks are in Section 5. Section 6 collects some conclusions.
1.
The wireless network consists of one access point (AP) and several sensor nodes. As needed, the AP can reach all the sensor nodes in one hop. The path from a sensor node to the AP comprises several hops. The case when not all nodes are a single hop from one AP is considered in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
Sensor nodes can adjust their transmission power (e.g., Berkeley mica nodes [8] ).
2.
Sensor nodes periodically generate data, possibly at different rates, for transfer to the AP. The scheme easily extends to cases when only some nodes forward data to the AP. The generalization of the protocol for event-driven data generation is described in Section 4.1. 3. Links are bidirectional. This is required for proper functioning of network protocols such as distributed Bellman-Ford algorithms [9] . Bidirectionality is achieved if all sensor nodes transmit at the same power. Differences in actual transmission power due to the hardware differences are compensated by setting up links based on received signal strength as explained in Section 3.2.1. 4. Sensor nodes have low mobility. For high mobility, the scheme may fail to perform well in terms of delay (See Section 5.4). 5. Any routing protocol based on minimizing an additive link cost metric, e.g., [10] , can be used in conjunction with PEDAMACS protocol.
THE PEDAMACS PROTOCOL

Transmission Ranges
PEDAMACS nodes have three power levels, P l > P m > P s , corresponding to three transmission ranges r l > r m > r s . The largest transmission range level, P l , is used only by the AP to broadcast its coordination packets to all sensor nodes in one hop. The smallest transmission range level, P s , is used by all sensor nodes to forward their data packets to the AP over multihop paths. P s is small to reduce power consumption, but large enough to maintain network connectivity. When a node transmits its data packet at power level P s , some nodes can decode that packet with an acceptable bit error rate (BER). These nodes are its neighbors. Some other nodes receive the packet at a signal level that is too weak to decode, but strong enough to interfere with another signal. These nodes are its interferers. The local topology of a node comprises its neighbors and interferers. Nodes transmit at the medium transmission range level, P m , to discover their local topology, as explained later.
Protocol Phases
The protocol operates in four phases: topology learning, topology collection, scheduling, and adjustment. In the topology learning phase, each node identifies its (local) topology, i.e., its neighbors, interferers, and its parent node in the routing tree rooted at the AP obtained according to some routing metric. In the topology collection phase, each node sends its local topology information to the AP so, at the end of this phase, the AP knows the full network topology. At the beginning of the scheduling phase, the AP broadcasts a schedule. Each node then follows the schedule and sleeps during time slots when it is not scheduled to transmit a packet or to listen for one. The adjustment phase is triggered as necessary to learn the local topology information that was not discovered during the topology learning phase or to discover changes.
We now describe each phase in more detail. The appropriate packet structures are displayed in Fig. 1 . The basic TinyOS packet has a 5-byte header, a 30-byte data payload, and a 2-byte CRC.
Topology Learning Phase
The phase begins when the AP broadcasts (at level P l ) a topology learning coordination packet to all the sensor nodes. The packet includes current time and next time. All nodes synchronize with current time. They stop transmitting and listen for the next AP coordination packet at next time.
Following the topology learning coordination packet, the AP floods the network (at level P m ) with the tree construction packet. This packet contains the cost of the transmitting node in the routing tree, e.g., minimum number of hops to reach AP. Upon reception of a tree construction packet, a node first decides whether it comes from a neighbor or interferer based on the received signal strength according to its interference model. If the transmitting node is a neighbor of the receiving node and is the next hop on a path of smaller cost than previously learned paths, the receiving node updates this cost by including its own cost and rebroadcasts the tree construction packet. It also keeps this neighbor or interferer node information associated with its cost and received signal strength in an array. At the end of the flooding, it chooses its parent node to be the next hop neighbor on the least cost path to the AP.
Any interference model can be adopted in PEDAMACS. We illustrate one model. The condition for successful reception of packets is that signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is greater than a threshold , which depends on the acceptable BER, detector structure, modulation/demodulation scheme, and channel coding/decoding algorithm. On the other hand, SINR depends on the channel, interference, antenna gain and transmission power. The SINR from node i to node j at shortest range is:
in which P ij r;s is power received at node j from the transmission of node i at transmission power P s , 2 is the receiver thermal noise power, I i m;j ¼ AE k6 ¼i;j;jdðk;jÞj<¼rm P kj r;s is the interference power at node j from transmitters other than node i inside its medium transmission range and I i l;j ¼ AE k6 ¼i;j;jdðk;jÞj>r m P kj r;s is the interference power at node j from transmitters other than node i outside its medium transmission range, where jdðk; jÞj is the distance between nodes k and j.
Use of the medium range level, P m , allows nodes to determine the interferers inside the medium range and eliminate the term I l;j , is constant for the same configuration of the nodes. Therefore, the larger the ratio P m P s the system uses, the higher is the probability of correct reception of packets due to the increase in 
If the medium range is large enough to cover almost all interferers, one can ignore the term I i l;j and calculate SINR ij based on received signal strength P ij r;m upon reception of the tree construction packet. If SINR ij > , then nodes i and j are neighbors at the shortest range; otherwise, they are interferers. A more elaborate interference model in which subsets of interferers can transmit together based on the value that can be tolerated is beyond scope of this paper.
Choosing large enough is important in providing reliable routing paths in the network since the nodes are to be scheduled without retransmission during the scheduling phase. To get an estimate of , we measured successful reception probability and asymmetry of the links between Berkeley mica2dot motes as a function of the received signal strength. Fig. 2 shows that the reception probability is above 0.95 if the receive signal strength is above a certain value, which is À85dBm in this case. Fig. 3 shows the asymmetry of the links at different received signal strengths. The asymmetry of a link ði; jÞ is measured by the absolute difference between the reception probabilities at node i and j. We observe from the figure that if the signal strength is larger than a certain value, which is À80dBm in this case, the links can be considered bidirectional. Since there are no interfering nodes in this experiment, comparing SINR to the threshold is equivalent to comparing the received signal strength at medium range to another threshold: where ¼ 2 is equal to the threshold for good link quality at shortest transmission range, which is 10 À8 mW in this case. Simulations in Section 5.6 gives an estimate for Pm Ps that eliminates the interference. A more elaborate scheme can be used for the cases where the medium transmission range is not large enough: should be replaced by þ I, where I is the upper bound on I i l;j . This is beyond the scope of this paper.
A random access scheme is used in the topology learning phase, because the nodes do not (as yet) have a transmission schedule. The scheme is designed so that, at the end of this phase, almost all nodes can correctly determine their neighbors and interferers with high probability. We adopt a carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) scheme similar to IEEE 802.11 [11] . The nodes listen for a random time before transmitting, and then transmit if the channel is idle. A random delay is added before carrier sensing to further reduce collisions.
Topology Collection Phase
At the end of this phase, the AP has complete topology information. The phase starts with a broadcast by the AP of the topology collection packet at the next time announced in the topology learning packet. This packet, too, contains both the current time(for synchronization) and the next time at which the AP will broadcast the next coordination packet.
Upon receiving the topology collection packet broadcast by the AP, each node transmits its local topology packet, listing the node's parent, neighbors, and interferers, to its parent using the shortest range transmission.
The topology collection phase also uses a CSMA scheme. However, because a collision will lead to the destruction of the local topology information of at least two nodes, the CSMA scheme by itself cannot guarantee that the AP will receive the full topology information. So, the scheme is modified to include an implicit acknowledgement, which occurs when a node detects the transmission by its parent node to the latter's parent (packets from nodes at level 1 are explicitly acknowledged by AP, which retransmits all the packets it has received), or an explicit acknowledgement as in IEEE 802.11 [11] .
Scheduling Phase
The AP explicitly schedules all the nodes, based on its knowledge of the complete network topology. The scheduling frame is divided into time slots. A slot extends the packet duration by a guard interval to compensate for synchronization errors.
At the beginning of the phase, the AP broadcasts the scheduling packet. As with other coordination packets, this packet contains the current time for synchronization, and the next time when the next coordination packet will be broadcast, in addition to the schedule.
At the beginning of the scheduling frame, each node generates data packets, which are sent to the AP according to the schedule using the shortest transmission range level, P s . The data packets include the data that are to be sent to the AP, together with any new topology information, consisting of the nodes' neighbors and interferers, discovered during the adjustment phase since the last topology learning and collection phases. If the packet length is not enough to carry all new topology information, this information is included in a round robin fashion in each data packet. The length of the data field in the packet depends on the application.
The schedule determines the time slots when the nodes are allowed to transmit. When a node receives a packet, it does not attempt to transmit it immediately. Instead, it enqueues the packet and sleeps until its next scheduled time slot. The scheduling algorithm ensures that all packets reach the AP by the end of the scheduling phase. The algorithm used here can be based on the coloring of the original conflict graph [5] for a general communication traffic or a linearized version of the conflict graph [18] for all-to-one traffic with the AP as the data sink. Details of the algorithms are not included in this paper.
The guard interval is a small fraction of the total slot duration. Since the AP reaches all the nodes with the same packet, the error in synchronization from the delay between time-stamping and sending the packet at the transmitter is eliminated. Since the range of the AP is on the order of hundreds of meters, the propagation delay is also negligible (a few sec). Based on the assumption that all the nodes run the same software, all the nodes timestamp the packet at the same time. Therefore, the only error of synchronization in this application comes from clock skew, the difference in the clock tick rates of the nodes. Typical clock drift of a sensor node in 1 sec is 30-50 sec. If the packet generation period at each node is 30 sec, the maximum clock drift will be 0.9-1.5 msec compared with 14 msec, the duration of the packet transmission of one 37-byte TinyOS packet at 50 kbps [8] . Additional coordination packets can be transmitted by the AP between the beginning and end of the scheduling phase to decrease this guard interval even further.
Adjustment Phase
This phase is included at the end of the scheduling phase to identify the complete network topology and to detect the movement of nodes or the addition of new nodes as needed depending on the application. If the number of successfully scheduled nodes is not 100 percent, this means that some conflicting nodes may have been scheduled for the same slot during the scheduling phase due to incorrect topology information at the AP. However, restarting the topology learning phase may cause a delay for the packets of successfully scheduled nodes if the percentage of these nodes is not too low. The adjustment phase helps the protocol to update the schedule for small changes in the topology without restarting the topology learning phase. Another reason for the decrease in the percentage of successfully scheduled nodes may be the unstable links between the nodes and their parents. This can be handled by generating redundant data in the network or sending the data over multiple paths and is the subject to future research.
The adjustment phase begins when the AP broadcasts to all the sensor nodes an adjustment coordination packet. The packet includes current time for synchronization and next time for the broadcast of the next coordination packet.
The backoff window size is calculated by subtracting the packet transmission time and guard interval from the length of the adjustment phase, which is equal to the difference between next time and current time. The nodes wait for a random time chosen from the backoff window size and transmit their adjustment topology packet with the new topology information if the channel is idle. Meanwhile, they can receive other nodes' packets.
The adjustment phase uses medium transmission range level, P m , to detect interferers and neighbors. If the nodes detect any new neighbors or interferers in this phase, they include this information in their data packets transmitted during the scheduling phase. They also include this information in their adjustment topology packets in the next adjustment phase so that the information is guaranteed to reach the nodes that can successfully send their data packets to the AP during the scheduling phase. Based on this information, the AP may update the routing paths and/ or correct the schedule if necessary.
EXTENSION OF PEDAMACS
Up to now, we have assumed that there is only one AP in the network and every sensor node periodically generates data for transfer to the AP. The system framework, however, is quite flexible and can be generalized in many ways. Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, respectively, indicate extension of the algorithm to handle nonperiodic data generation, existence of more than one AP, and nodes located beyond the longest range of the AP.
Event-Driven Sensing
Suppose sensor nodes generate data packets to be transferred to an AP only upon the occurrence of an event such as fire, security breach. This network can still use TDMA scheduling with slight changes on the use of time slots assigned to each node.
The main idea of extending the scheduling algorithm for periodic data generation to event-driven sensing applications is that the slots assigned to the nodes do not have to be used. When there is no event, the nodes only wake up to receive the scheduling packet to keep synchronized and to check whether there is any transmission in the slots they are assigned to receive a packet. During these slots, they only listen to the channel for the duration of the guard interval plus the length of preamble. If there is a packet, they continue to listen, otherwise they put their radio back in sleep mode. When there is an event, they use their assigned slot to transmit their own packet and the other nodes forward their packets even if they do not detect any event.
More than One AP
Consider a network with more than one AP and sensor nodes that periodically generate data for transfer to one of the APs. Including more than one AP in the system increases the coverage of the network, brings scalability to the system and makes the system distributed by eliminating single point of failure, which is the AP.
The PEDAMACS system requires two modifications to include more than one AP. First, the coordination packets of neighboring APs should not be transmitted at the same time to avoid the interference at the sensor nodes. Second, the APs should take into account the interferers that are outside their longest range while generating the schedule.
After distributing the APs, the largest transmission power level, P l , of each AP should be adjusted so that all the sensor nodes in the network can be reached by at least one of them. If not all nodes can be reached, the extended version of PEDAMACS described in Section 4.3 should be used. The APs avoid interference at the sensor nodes from the transmission of more than one coordination packet by generating schedules among themselves. The schedules consists of time slots that are long enough to carry one coordination packet.
The protocol that assigns time slots and power levels to the APs and time slots to the sensor nodes then operates as follows: At the beginning, the time slots for the APs are adjusted so that only one AP transmits a coordination packet at a specific time slot. In the topology learning phase, the APs transmit their topology learning coordination packet in their prespecified time slots. The coordination packets include additional fields for the ID of the AP and the time for the end of the transmission of coordination packets. A sensor node will hear zero, one or more than one topology learning coordination packet. Each node then retransmits the tree construction packet if it arrives on the minimum cost path from an AP that contains it inside the longest range if the node has heard from one or more APs, or if it is coming on the minimum cost path from any AP if the node did not hear from any AP. The node then determines its neighbors, interferers and next hop on the minimum cost paths to each of these APs. In the topology collection phase, each node sends its topology information to each of the APs it is connected to on the corresponding minimum cost path while choosing a subset of them for sending data packets during the scheduling phase.
Based on the topology information about the number of the nodes inside the transmission range of more than one AP or no AP at all, the APs can decide to decrease or increase their transmission power and restart the topology learning and collection phases. When the APs are satisfied with their coverage, the conflicting APs are determined to be the ones that have common sensor nodes inside their longest range.
The APs are assigned colors so that no two conflicting APs are assigned the same color (e.g., a simple algorithm that constructs a Á þ 1-coloring in at most n steps is given in [12] for Á and n being the maximum degree of a vertex and the number of vertices respectively in the graph with vertices as APs and edges between the conflicting APs). The APs assigned to the first color then find the schedule and broadcast this information to sensor nodes and neighboring APs. Neighboring APs with the next color assign the time slots to the nodes inside their range, taking into account the already assigned common nodes, which are defined to be the nodes inside their range and the range of at least one of the APs of previous colors, and the interferers inside the range of another AP. The APs corresponding to each color consider the schedules of the APs of the previous colors in this way.
Since the length of the schedules are only affected by the common nodes with the conflicting APs and the interference coming from neighboring APs and the schedules of sufficiently separated APs are not affected from each other, the resulting system is scalable.
Handling Nodes Outside the Range of AP
Consider a network in which some sensor nodes cannot hear a coordination packet from the AP. Extending PEDAMACS to include these nodes in TDMA schedule increases the coverage of the network at the cost of increased synchronization overhead and delay.
PEDAMACS requires modifications to handle the discovery of nodes outside the range of the AP and relay of scheduling coordination packets for their synchronization and TDMA schedules. During the topology learning phase, even if the nodes do not hear the topology learning coordination packet, they can still be discovered. Upon reception of a tree construction packet, a node retransmits it if it arrives on the minimum cost path from an AP while determining its neighbors and interferers. When it starts to hear local topology packets, the node understands that the topology collection phase has started and transmits its local topology packet to the AP on the minimum cost path. Inside the local topology packet, the node also indicates that it did not hear the coordination packets to inform the AP and their ancestors in the tree that it is outside the range of the AP. In the scheduling phase, the scheduling packets need to be replicated for the nodes that cannot hear the coordination packets at the parent of each of these nodes. This new network structure is in fact a combination of a pure PEDAMACS network and a pure multihop network.
Apart from an increase in the synchronization overhead, the system will experience greater delay and energy consumption compared to the pure PEDAMACS. Denote by the clock offset resulting from the difference between the timestamping of the packet at the transmitter and receiver. Call the extra depth of the routing tree at the nodes that cannot hear the coordination packets l. At the end of synchronization, the maximum clock offset among the sensor nodes is ðl þ 1Þ. Therefore, the guard interval at the beginning of each slot should be increased by l (The clock drift is already included in the guard interval and does not depend on the nodes outside the range of the AP). If the slot duration that does not consider the nodes outside the longest range of the AP is t s , the new schedule length will be t s þ l, which causes an increase of a factor of t s þl t s in the delay and listening energy consumption.
SIMULATION
The purpose of our simulations is to evaluate the effectiveness of PEDAMACS protocol by examining each phase separately, comparing it with protocols having different energy conserving features in terms of delay and energy consumption, and analyzing the effect of interference on the performance of the protocol.
The simulation environment is TOSSIM [13] , a discrete event simulator for TinyOS [8] , the operating system developed for the Berkeley sensor nodes. In the simulations, the nodes are randomly distributed in a circular area of radius 100 units. The transmission range is chosen to be slightly larger than the threshold necessary for network connectivity [14] . The results discussed below are averages of the performance of ten different random configurations, unless otherwise stated. Variations around the averages are presented in [18] .
The window sizes and the delays are given in units of bit time-the radio tick period, so the absolute time delay for any data rate is the product of the number of bit times and the radio tick period. The sensor network lifetimes are estimated for a 50 kbps transmission rate.
Shortest path routing is used in the simulations. The average depth of the resulting routing trees is 4.4, 5.2, and 7 for 20, 30, and 60 nodes, respectively; correspondingly the average number of neighbors is 4.6, 5.0, and 5.5. The data packet length is 37 bytes, the control packet length is 10 bytes. The schemes assume that r m r s ¼ 1 unless otherwise stated to make a fair comparison between the existing protocols that do not take interference into account. Section 5.1 aims to understand the effect of different random access schemes in reaching the nodes in the network in the topology learning phase. Section 5.2 describes the simulation of different CSMA schemes based on implicit and explicit acknowledgement for the topology collection phase. Section 5.3 gives the performance of the topology adjustment phase. Section 5.4 compares the delay and energy performance of PEDAMACS with different random access schemes. Section 5.5 focuses on self-configuration speed of PEDAMACS. Section 5.6 proves the advantage of taking interferers into consideration in PEDAMACS in terms of the number of packets successfully received at AP.
Topology Learning Phase
A random access scheme similar to IEEE 802.11 protocol [11] is used in this phase because the nodes do not (as yet) know their topology information. Before transmitting a packet, the node waits for the channel to be idle for a certain time, randomly chosen from the backoff window size. The backoff window size is chosen large enough to create a phase difference between the packet transmissions. The node then chooses another random listening time from listening window size and decreases it by one at each radio clock tick, generated at the transmission rate (e.g., 50 kbps), so long as the channel is idle for the last Inter Packet Interval (IPI) time (corresponding to the Inter Frame Space (IFS) in 802.11). The listening window size is chosen large enough to avoid collisions. The node starts to transmit when the listening time decreases to zero. Meanwhile, the node can receive another packet and return to the same state it has left. Fig. 4 shows the percent of nodes that the tree construction packet reaches in flooding for different backoff and listening window sizes. All nodes are reached if the backoff window size is large enough. Even with small window sizes, the tree construction packet reaches more than 99 percent of the nodes. This means that the average number five of neighbors is large enough so that if a node does not receive a flooding packet from one of its neighbors, it can still connect to AP via other neighbors. The delay increases from 10 to 100 kbit times as the backoff window size increases, equivalent to 0.2-2 sec at 50 kbps [18] .
Topology Collection Phase
The random access scheme used in the topology learning phase is augmented with an acknowledgement for the topology collection phase to guarantee the successful arrival of all packets in the network.
The schemes use either implicit or explicit acknowledgement. For both types of schemes, we choose the backoff window size large enough to "break" transmission synchronization and to enable the reception of 100 percent of nodes' packets at the AP.
The implicit acknowledgement algorithm, denoted implicit random in the figures below, is based on listening to the packets transmitted by the parent. The nonacked packets are retransmitted after a certain timeout time, called acknowledgement window size. If the window size is too small, the nodes will increase the load in the network by resending the packets even though these packets are still in the queue awaiting transmission. If the window size is too large, the nodes will wait for an unnecessarily long time.
We assume that the system can adaptively adjust the acknowledgement window size to get the minimum delay and we use this value for comparison to other protocols.
The explicit acknowledgement algorithm, denoted IEEE 802.11 in the figures, adopts RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK mechanism used in IEEE 802.11 [11] . RTS/CTS control packets are used to acquire the channel before data packet transmission and include a duration field that indicates how long the remaining transmission will be. So, if a node receives an RTS or CTS packet destined for another node, it puts its radio in sleep mode and does not transmit during this time. This is called virtual carrier sense and overhearing avoidance. Physical carrier sense is performed at the physical layer by listening to the channel for a randomized carrier sense time, similar to the CSMA scheme described in Section 5.1. The backoff and listening window sizes are chosen to be smaller than those used in implicit acknowledgement scheme by a factor of the ratio of data packet length to RTS control packet length for a fair comparison. Fig. 6 shows that the delay experienced by explicit acknowledgement is slightly smaller than that for the implicit acknowledgement scheme since the former knows immediately whether the transmission is successful whereas the latter has to wait for the acknowledgement window size. Also, Fig. 9 shows that the explicit acknowledgement scheme slightly reduces the energy consumption in listening and reception by putting the radio in sleep mode during neighboring nodes' transmissions while causing an increase in transmission energy through RTS/CTS/ACK control packets. The resulting lifetime shown in Fig. 8 is almost the same for the implicit random and IEEE 802.11 schemes. Therefore, the explicit acknowledgement scheme, which does not require any adaptive scheme for acknowledgement window size adjustment, is better for topology collection phase.
Adjustment Phase
Simulations show that the number of successfully scheduled nodes increases from 90 to 95 percent as backoff window size increases. This can be increased further by enlarging the backoff window size enabling the nodes to hear from a larger number of their neighbors by increasing the number of successful transmissions. Another alternative is to start the adjustment phase to help the nodes learn about their remaining neighbors and interferers. Fig. 5 shows the rate of detecting these neighbors from the start as a function of the time for consecutive adjustment phases. The time at which the nodes learn about all of their neighbors is almost independent of the backoff window size whereas the rate of increase is larger for smaller window size. The total time to discover the neighbors, which is 5.5 on average, is 40 kbit times, which is less than 1 sec at 50 kbps.
Comparison of PEDAMACS with Existing Protocols
This section provides a quantitative measure of improvement of the PEDAMACS scheme over existing schemes in terms of delay and energy consumption. We compare PEDAMACS with five existing schemes: implicit random, IEEE 802.11, smac 50%, smac 10%, and TDMA. Implicit random and IEEE 802.11 refer to the random access schemes with implicit and explicit acknowledgements respectively described in Section 5.2. The only difference here is that they are used to send data packets instead of topology packets in random access networks.
SMAC [2] is a MAC protocol designed for energy efficiency of sensor networks. It provides low-duty cycle operation of each node by periodic sleeping. Although periodic sleeping trades latency for energy conservation, the adaptive listening reduces this cost by enabling each node to switch mode according to the traffic in the network. IEEE 802.11 is equivalent to SMAC without sleeping. We simulated SMAC for 50 and 10 percent duty cycles, denoted by smac 50% and smac 10% in the figures.
A TDMA scheme, denoted by tdma, is the PEDAMACS protocol based on the coloring of the original graph [5] whereas pedamacs is the PEDAMACS protocol based on PEDAMACS scheduling described in [18] . Fig. 6 shows the delay comparison of PEDAMACS with existing protocols for different number of nodes. IEEE 802.11 provides slightly smaller delay compared to implicit random access schemes. SMAC increases the delay by a factor of 2-3 and 7-10 for 50 and 10 percent duty cycles, respectively, over the delay of IEEE 802.11. The reason for this increase is the early sleeping problem, which is defined as nodes going to sleep when a neighbor still has messages for it. Timeout-MAC (TMAC) [15] tries to solve this problem by dynamically ending the listening part of each period. The latency of TMAC is lower bounded by that of IEEE 802.11. However, the variance of this latency increases as the duty cycle increases: The length of the period is lower bounded by l p ¼
Comparison of Delay
, where l l is the minimum length of the listening part, i.e., it should be long enough to receive at least the start of the CTS packet, and d c is the duty cycle. In the simulations, l l ¼ 10 4 bit times so if at least one node that will forward a packet goes to sleep, the delay increases by 10 5 and 10 6 bit times over the IEEE 802.11 delay for 10 and 1 percent duty cycles, respectively.
For a 60-node network the average delay of IEEE 802.11 scheme is nearly 5 Â 10 5 bit times, which is about 10 sec for a 50 kbps transmission rate. Taking the random variation in the actual delay into account may make a random access scheme unsuitable for the traffic application, which generates data every 30 sec.
The delay experienced by PEDAMACS is slightly smaller than the TDMA scheduling algorithm. The difference between them increases as the number of nodes increases. Fig. 7 shows the increase in the delay of PEDAMACS and TDMA as a function of the r m r s ratio for a 60-node random network. 
Comparison of Power Consumption
The sensor node power-consuming operations considered are transmission and reception of a packet, listening to the channel, sampling, and running the microprocessor. Table 1 gives power consumption figures for the Berkeley mica nodes [8] .
The network lifetime is estimated from the average energy consumed at sensor nodes, assuming a 50 kbps transmission rate and the use of a pair of AA batteries, which can supply 2,200 mAh at 3V, at each node. A better estimate of the lifetime for a specific application can be performed by considering the routing protocol and the communication between the nodes upon the death of a node (e.g., [17] takes into account the fact that nodes closer to AP forward more packets). Fig. 8 gives the lifetime estimates of PEDAMACS and existing protocols for 128 Hz sampling rate at each node. We have chosen 2-minute packet generation period in order to guarantee the successful arrival of packets within the period since maximum delay in Fig. 6 is 3 Â 10 6 bit times, equivalent to 60 sec at 50 kbps, for 60-node smac 10%. We have also included smac 1% since an adaptive S-MAC may be successful to decrease this delay.
The lifetime of random access schemes, implicit random and IEEE 802.11, is about ten days, whereas the lifetime of SMAC protocol increases up to 60 days for 10 percent duty cycle. The lifetime of PEDAMACS system, on the other hand, is about 1,200 days. The reason for the dramatic difference becomes clear from Fig. 9 , which compares the power consumed by these schemes in different operations for a 60-node random network. The primary cause is in the total energy consumed by the radio in "listening" and "sleeping" modes. smac 10% can decrease this energy by a factor of 10 whereas PEDAMACS decreases it by a factor of more than 1,000.
The difference in lifetimes also arises from differences in the amount of energy spent in transmission and reception. The extra transmission energy spent in implicit random over PEDAMACS is due to retransmission as a result of collision. IEEE 802.11 spends even more energy in transmission for RTS, CTS, and ACK control packets. smac 50% and 10% add the energy spent in the transmission of synchronization messages to that of IEEE 802.11.
The average receive energy differs because of the "overhearing effect:" In random access schemes, when one node transmits a packet, all neighboring nodes receive it whereas only the parent of that node receives the packet in PEDAMACS (the other neighbors are in sleep mode). The difference is largest for implicit random since the neighboring nodes listen to whole packets whereas IEEE 802.11 and SMAC slightly reduces this by transmitting shorter RTS/ CTS packets.
The lifetime estimate of PEDAMACS in the simulation is based on the assumption that topology discovery is performed if fewer than 90 percent of the nodes are successful at transmitting to the AP and there are multiple adjustment phases of a couple of seconds just after the topology discovery phase and one adjustment phase every 10 minutes afterwards. The ratio of rescheduling, induced by sensor movement and link fluctuations, that PEDA-MACS can tolerate before it loses its advantage in energy savings over smac 50% is calculated to be 53 percent of the total time, which is equivalent to taking data and topology information for one period by using IEEE 802.11 and using PEDAMACS schedule in the next period. Fig. 8 is for a network with a 50 kbps rate and a 2-minute packet generation period. If the rate decreases, the delay experienced will increase in inverse proportion. However, the transmission energy consumption per bit may decrease or increase depending on the hardware, modulation, coding and transmission distance [16] . Furthermore, energy consumed in listening to the channel and sampling is constant for different rates.
Self-Configuration Speed of PEDAMACS
The topology update mechanism for random access schemes and PEDAMACS are the same although the response time to the topology changes are different. Tree construction packets are transmitted either periodically or upon the failure of receiving from more than a specific percentage of nodes in both schemes. However, in the case of random access schemes, the time duration from the topology failure until nodes learn about their local topology and the routes to the AP is the time until the tree construction packet reaches all the nodes. On the other hand, in PEDAMACS, the nodes additionally have to send their topology information back to the AP and get their schedules. Fig. 10 shows that PEDAMACS increases selfconfiguration duration by a factor of 2 to 5 over a random access scheme.
Advantage of Considering Interference
Traditional TDMA schemes are based on the assumption that the nodes interfering with a receiver are within its transmission range, called shortest range in this paper. However, the power needed for disrupting a packet reception is much lower than that of delivering a packet successfully. This section shows the necessity of considering the interferers within larger range, which is called medium range here. In simulations, we assume that the receiving signal power is inverse proportional to d 4 , where d is the distance between transmitter and receiver, and ignore the thermal noise since it is much smaller than the interference signal. ratio for a 60-node random network. The reception of packets with a SINR value smaller than threshold, called "thresh" in the graph, is considered not to be successful. As rm rs increases, the number of successfully received packets increases. The value of the ratio for which all transmissions are successful is 2 for this case, where the nodes are randomly distributed and the average number of neighbors at shortest range is 5.5. As the density increases, the graph is expected to shift to the right.
CONCLUSION
In sensor networks, measurements made at the nodes must be transferred to a distinguished node, which we call an access point (AP). The MAC protocol for a sensor network is decisive in determining network performance in terms of power consumption and total delay.
We consider a special class of sensor networks with two distinguishing characteristics. First, AP has unlimited power so that packets broadcast by AP can reach all other nodes in one hop, whereas packets from the latter must travel over several hops to reach AP. Second, the nodes periodically generate packets. These two characteristics are exploited by the PEDAMACS protocol to schedule transmissions while providing synchronization of the nodes, discovery of the routing paths, and determination of the interferers beyond the transmission range in an energy efficient manner.
For the application considered here, the PEDAMACS network provides a lifetime of several years compared to several months and days based on random access schemes with and without sleep cycles respectively. Moreover, the PEDAMACS protocol guarantees bounded delay and eliminates congestion. Of course, only some applications can use a PEDAMACS network. However, the system is quite flexible and can be generalized in many ways. We have shown the generalization of PEDAMACS to handle 
